Czech Republic 1:100,000 Touring Atlas, spiral-bound, GPS-compatible

Czech Republic 1:100,000 Touring Atlas
Touring Atlas of the Czech Republic in an
A4
(approximately
letter
size),
spiral-bound format, 232 pages, with
hiking and cycle routes, indexed street
plans of 13 main cities, illustrated notes on
the countrys UNESCO heritage sites, plus
an extensive index. This atlas is based on a
series of hiking maps and is suitable for
driving, cycling and hiking. For hikers and
cyclists the maps show numerous hiking
trails and cycle routes, indicating, where
appropriate, their waymarking and
numbers. The scale enables to show every
existing settlement and hamlet which
makes the atlas also invaluable for family
tree research. The maps have a UTM grid.
The mapping has relief shading and
numerous spot heights to present the
topography. Indicated are wooded areas or
orchards and vineyards. National parks
and other protected areas are prominently
marked. Road network includes local dirt
roads and cart tracks and shows locations
of
gas
stations
and
roadside
accommodation, gradient markings, etc.
Railways are shown with stations. A wide
range of symbols highlight various
facilities and places of interest: hotels,
pensions, campsites, UNESCO heritage
sites, museums and monuments, etc.
Multilingual map legend includes English.
Extensive index shows all localities with
their postcodes. Also included is a distance
table and brief multilingual notes
(including English) on the countrys
UNESCO World Heritage sites. Indexed
street plans at 1:15,000 show the countrys
13 main cities. Each plan covers a whole
page, with Prague and Brno spread over
two pages. The plans show metro, bus and /
or tram routes with stops and line numbers,
one way streets, car parks, park+ride
facilities, petrol stations, various places of
interest, etc. This atlas is a masterpiece of
Czech cartography and is rivalled only by
the Hiking Atlas 1:50,000 by the same
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publisher.

The Czech Republic is a friendly country, covered in forested hills, undulating . The atlas, published in an A4
spiral-bound format, presents each country on aeBooks Amazon Czech Republic 1:100000 Touring Atlas, spiral-bound,
GPS-compatible MOBI 9072243080. -. Czech Republic 1:100000 Touring Atlas Touring84 items Moldova (2)
Netherlands (2) Norway (2) Georgia, Republic of (2) Bulgaria . Dzukija National Park at 1:100,000 in a series GPS
compatible regional maps Spiral Bound. Briedis. Handy A4 format road atlas with clear cartography. One of the titles
in a series of detailed touring maps of Lithuania with street - 5 secCzech Republic 1:100000 Touring Atlas spiral-bound
GPS-compatible [Read] Full Ebook 00 Amazon kindle ebook Czech Republic 1:100000 Touring Atlas, spiral-bound,
GPS-compatible RTF. -. Czech Republic 1:100000 Touring Atlas Touring Atlas of154 items 2084, Luzicke Hory, in a
series of contoured, GPS compatible maps at 1:50,000 Czech Republic Road Atlas from MairDumont in an A4
spiral-bound - 10 secCzech Republic 1:100000 Touring Atlas spiral-bound GPS-compatible [Read] Online. Like. Dnz
Czech Republic 1:100,000 Touring Atlas, Spiral-bound, GPS-compatible by Shocart. Read and Download Online
Unlimited eBooks, PDF Book, Audio Book orThe Czech Republic is a friendly country, covered in forested hills, .. a
series of contoured and GPS compatible outdoor leisure map from Freytag & Berndt with Czech Republic Road Atlas
from MairDumont in an A4 spiral-bound format, with Czech Republic Cycling Atlas at 1:100,000 from Shocart in an
A4 ring-binder offers the best selection of maps of Czech Republic, plus over 275000 digital and paper maps (in sheets
printed in 2006 on) High tension wire and selected pipelines (in sheets printed in 2006 on) GPS Czech 1:100,000 hiking
map series This spiral-bound atlas is ideal for the tourist walking in Prague.Czech Republic 1:100,000 Touring Atlas,
spiral-bound, GPS-compatible. FI-39576. US/Data/Travel. 3.5/5 From 586 Reviews. Shocart. ePub *DOC
audiobookE-Book: Czech Republic 1:100,000 Touring Atlas, spiral-bound, GPS-compatible. Price: 29.95$. Download
Formats: mobi, fb2, ibooks, pdf, odf, azw, epub, lit,56 items Maps & Atlases ..
Czech-Republic-and-Slovak-Republic_9782067171855 Slovak Republics at 1:600,000 scale is ideal for route planning
and touring. at 1:50,000 on a contoured and GPS compatible map from CartoMedia, At a scale of 1: 100,000 (1cm =
1km) they are ideal for cycling tours. . Spiral bound.56 items Slovakia (55) Poland (19) Czech Republic (16) Hungary
(15) Spiral bound Innovative hiking atlas of the Polish and Slovak Tatra Mountains GPS compatible, waterproof and
tear-resistant maps at 1:100,000 Very detailed, good tourist atlas of the Slovak Republic at 1:50,000, presented in an A4
ring
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